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Elliott Sharp will read from his new book IrRational Music, a memoir and manifesto by a pivotal figure at the 

junction of rock, the avant-garde, and an ever-widening spiral of art, theater, film, and dance.  

IrRational Music is published by TerraNova Books and distributed by MIT Press.  

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/irrational-music  

“Elliott Sharp’s writing, like his music, recombines the scrupulously discursive with the deeply humane and 

reflective. What a joy it is to be informed by this remarkable account of the coming-of-age of his psyche, his 

curiosity, and his methodology. Sharp paints a picture of lost kingdoms of the avant-garde which aren’t really 

lost, but continuous in our present if we’re inclined to notice them. With this book, a reader joins Sharp in the 

step-by-step reinvigoration of intentional sound itself – sound as culture, as science, as art -- a process that 

can never be finished.” – Jonathan Lethem  

“Reminiscent in many ways of the few especially great musical autobiographies that come to mind since 

maybe the original, Artie Shaw’s *The Trouble With Cinderella,* Elliott Sharp’s extremely enjoyable, extremely 

informative memoir is one of the most perceptive and (piercing) looks at how the working life and day-to-day 

existence of a professional musician blends (or meshes) with the day-to-day musical mind of a, let’s be 

honest, genius. Sharp’s writing is clear, precise, and realistic. Having worked with him in one way or the other 

many times over the past quarter-century, I not only look forward to continuing to do so but to also read and 

understand, later, about what he (and the rest of us) was actually doing now.” – Jack Womack  

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/irrational-music


“Elliott Sharp was born in 1951, a year when we still had rotary telephones and the first jets flew across the 

Atlantic costing 1/3 of the average worker’s annual salary; a year where there was only one recording of Anton 

Webern available and Schoenberg was thought to be a mathematician rather than a composer. Sharp is of the 

first generation of composers to come of age in a musical environment  when everything seemed connected; 

Gregorian Chant to John Cage’s chance. His book, IrRational Music, is a fascinating window into that moment 

in time when music opened up to everyone and all things became possible.” – Morton Subotnick  

“This has been Sharp’s path, as revealed in his graceful and insightful first book-digging deep into these varied 

genres has been the path of a musician searching for and making the music he loves, not constrained by any 

one idea or purpose, dipping into everything that means something to him. IrRational Music is a musical 

autobiography from a man who thinks critically about his own music and all that he hears around him. It’s not 

that he loves music, which of course he does, but that making music is the way he understands his own place 

in the world.” – George Grella, Brooklyn Rail  

 

SHORT BIO:  

Elliott Sharp is a composer, producer, and multi-instrumentalist who leads the projects Orchestra Carbon, 

SysOrk, Tectonics and Terraplane. His innovations have encompassed fractal geometry, chaos theory, 

algorithms, genetic metaphors, and new strategies for graphic notation to yield work that catalyzes a 

synesthetic approach to musicmaking as well as functioning as retinal art. In 2015, Sharp was awarded the 

Berlin Prize and the Jahrespreis from der Deutscher Schallplatten Kritiks. In 2014 he received a Guggenheim 

Fellowship and a Fellowship from the Center for Transformative Media. He has been featured in the Darmstadt 

and Huddersfield festivals, New Music Stockholm, Tomorrow Festival - Shenzhen, Au Printemps-Paris, 

Hessischer Rundfunk Klangbiennale, and the Venice Biennale. He is the subject of the documentary Doing 

The Don’t and has been featured on NPR’s All Things Considered.  Installations include Chorale, Foliage, 

Fluvial, Chromatine and Tag.  

Sharp’s composition Storm of the Eye, composed for violinist Hilary Hahn, appeared on her Grammy-winning 

album In 27 Pieces.  His opera Filiseti Mekidesi premiered at the Ruhr Triennale in 2018 and his Walter 

Benjamin opera Port Bou premiered in NYC in 2014. Sharp’s collaborators have included Qawwali singer 

Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan; Ensemble Modern; Debbie Harry; blues legends Hubert Sumlin and Pops Staples; jazz 

greats Jack Dejohnette and Sonny Sharrock; media artists Christian Marclay and Pierre Huyghe; and Bachir 

Attar, leader of the Master Musicians Of Jajouka.  

 

Links:  

http://www.elliottsharp.com  

https://www.instagram.com/elliott_sharp/  

https://twitter.com/_ElliottSharp_  

https://mitpress.mit.edu/books/irrational-music  
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